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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to combine insights from collective action
theory and from a structural approach to contribute to a theory of control
among peers. Drawing on a network study of a medium-sized Northeastern
corporate law firm, I show that partners – all formally equal and locked
in a cooperative situation – have developed an informal pattern of “lateral
control” to help protect their common interests against free loading due
to individual expressive problems. This pattern helps peers exercise early
monitoring and sanctioning by providing status-based guidance for choices
of “sanctioners” who exercise pressure on behalf of the firm. The analysis
identifies partners who are most likely to be chosen as sanctioners, offers
structural hypotheses to explain these choices, and outlines the implications
of these findings for a theory of cooperation among peers.
INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with how members manage their social resources in order to enforce each other’s commitment to a broadly understood labor contract. I argue that understanding this process requires using the concept of social capital as a very general one, encompassing any social mechanism characterizing and helping a corporate actor solve problems raised by members’ cooperation. Citing Stinchcombe (1991: 367), Hedström and Swedberg (1998) provide the following definition of a social mechanism: “Mechanisms in a theory are defined as bits of theory about entities at a different level (e.g. individuals) than the main entities being theorized about (e.g. groups), which help to make the higher-level theory more supple, more accurate, or more general”. A social mechanism is thus intrinsically multilevel. According to Merton (1957) and Hedström and Swedberg, its description must be sufficiently general to be useful in explaining comparable phenomena in very diverse situations and in a simplified way. They characterize theorizing through mechanisms as following four principles: explanation based on actions, explanatory precision, abstraction through selection of relevant factors, and reduction by eliminating black boxes between cause and effect. Following this understanding of the concept, it is possible to consider social capital as a collective asset, one that Leenders and Gabbay (1999) call “corporate” social capital, composed of an undetermined number of generic social mechanisms that enhance organizational performance.

Such mechanisms can be observed through an analysis of social networks of members’ ties within organizations. Structural patterns of ties are assumed to be beneficial to collective action because they solve problems of coordination, not only problems of individual action (such as reduce individual transaction costs, or improve chances of getting ahead). This paper identifies one such mechanism that can be considered to represent a form of corporate social capital in a collegial, knowledge-intensive organization (Waters, 1989; Lazega, 1999), in which the production process is difficult to routinize, where professional expertise and advice cannot be easily standardized, and therefore “internal” transaction costs for the firm as a whole can be assumed to be a large part of total costs of collective action. Firm social capital is represented here by a specific social mechanism, a “lateral control regime”, with a specific pattern of control ties among members.1 This pattern was described elsewhere in detail (Lazega, 1995, 2000; Lazega & Vare, 1992; Lazega & Lebeaux, 1995; Lazega & Krackhardt, 2000). It stems from the fact that partners follow specific channels to prod each other into cooperation, before resorting to more formal measures such as well defined court procedures or external intervention. In previous studies, I rely mainly on network analysis and a vignette study to examine these channels, which can be called channels of lateral control. I use the word “lateral” to express two facts: first, that this way of exercising informal control is based on the use of third parties as sanctioners (Lazega & Vare, 1992; Gargiulo, 1993), i.e. envoys of the firm in charge of pressuring “deviant” partners back into good conduct; and, second, that these third parties are not hierarchical superiors, but peers who are all formally equals and expected by their colleagues to intervene. Structural constraints resulting from the convergence of these expectations have the effect of narrowing the choices made by partners when they exercise early monitoring and sanctioning more or less unobtrusively. Behaviors examined here are choices of sanctioners. In that respect, I look at who is selected, by whom, to do the “talking to” (Freidson & Rhea, 1963).

The main characteristics of this lateral control regime are that formal structural dimensions of this type of firm – such as differences in office, division of work, and seniority level (a substitute for hierarchy and formal status according to Black & Baumgartner, 1983), have an effect on the likelihood of selecting specific partners as sanctioners for given infractors. Secondly, these constraints are also based on interdependence in terms of exchange of resources between protagonists of the control process. In particular, partners tend to choose sanctioners with whom they have personal and business ties to deal with infractors with whom they have the same type of ties. However, the choice of personal and business ties to facilitate sanctioners’ access suggests that a clique structure underlies such choices, with its advantages in terms of access to infractors, but also its danger of allowing special treatment for some infractors. Thus, thirdly, additional structural characteristics of partners - such as centrality in specific sociometric networks - were shown to have an effect on the likelihood that a partner will be selected as a sanctioner. A great deal of lateral control responsibility is concentrated in the hands of a few partners whom the rest of the partnership often chooses as sanctioners. In other words, partners are not chosen with equal probability to act as sanctioners: their status or “importance” in terms of control of organizational resources is a strong determinant of their selection as sanctioners.

Such findings leave at least one question unanswered: Who would guard the guardians? Who will be expected by the members of the firm to exercise control over the main controllers? This question is important to an analysis of social capital in organizations where peers need to cooperate without an efficient formal hierarchy. In effect, a lateral control regime, which is part of the corporate social capital of such firms, is informal, and thus fragile. Its very existence is threatened by the fact that its main sanctioners, who are part of the oligarchy of the firm, could make themselves immune from control, thus
enforcing rules that they themselves would not be forced to respect. In this paper, I argue that the lateral control regime provides a structural solution to this problem. Using the same case study, a network study of a corporate law firm, I look at how members assert that they would keep oligarchs in check. Specifically, I analyze the choices of levers used to influence such oligarchs. This helps us in identifying a structure of lateral control that is also part of this firm’s social capital. I argue that this structure reflects two types of firm protection strategy. In the first, oligarchs are mainly divided into several subgroups, which are then selected to control each other; theirs is not a cohesive position of enforcers, but a fragmented one. In the second, some members of the firm, with little status but personally close to some of the oligarchs, are also used to monitor the latter’s behavior. Evidence of this upward ‘divide and rule’ strategy is provided by showing that the existence of such channels of lateral control, as perceived by individual partners, reflects a specific network pattern of convergent expectations. In turn, this pattern shows that the lateral control regime also provides a structural answer to the structural problem of guarding the guardians.

LATERAL CONTROL IN COLLEGIATE ORGANIZATIONS

Theories of collective action show that conformance of members to the rules governing the management of common resources requires social control and informal conflict resolution mechanisms (Black, 1984; Coleman, 1990; Ellickson, 1991; Fortado, 1994; Hechter, 1984, 1987; Heckathorn, 1990; Jasay, 1989; Lindenberg, 1993; Lazega, 1995, 2000; Morrill, 1995; Ostrom, 1990; Reynaud, 1989; Taylor, 1987; Wittek, 1999). Compliance to the rules is contingent on the compliance by others, and therefore members spend time and energy monitoring each other. Formal procedures are used against members who violate the rules, but often as a last resort, especially when monitoring and sanctioning are undertaken not by external authorities but by the participants themselves. In such a case, infractors are likely to be assessed graduated sanctions (depending on the seriousness and context of the offense) by other members, by officials accountable to these members, or by both. If an individual breaks the rules more systematically, sanctions can escalate until members punish the offender (and sometimes themselves) by breaking previous agreements (Ostrom, 1990).

This issue is of particular importance in formally egalitarian bodies in which partners are all nominal equals and interdependent. Free-rider problems quickly arise in such settings because even a member who did not contribute effectively to the firm’s revenues imposes a cost on the partnership as a whole by reaping the benefits of partnership. As a consequence, monitoring and early graduated sanctions are considered to be particularly important for ensuring that partners’ individual commitment to contribute remains credible. A second-order free-rider problem arises as well, i.e., the problem of who will bear the costs of monitoring and enforcement among the formally equal members (Heckathorn, 1989; Oliver, 1980; Yamagishi, 1986). In such contexts, hierarchical control is relatively weak, and there is reluctance, at an early stage, to use formal procedures against colleagues to overcome free-riding and maintain solidarity. Direct command or use of administrative hierarchy are not considered appropriate means for exercising control because professionals have many ways of neutralizing formal authority (Gouldner, 1954; Freidson, 1975, 1984). Collegial systems regulate themselves on a day-to-day basis through processes which are connected to, but not identified with, formal power structures (Weber, 1920; Waters, 1989).

As part of what Freidson calls “the rule of the collegium”, members tend to avoid open face-to-face conflicts, as well as direct and coercive exercises of power. Therefore, graduated sanctions can start with unobtrusive and unsolicited advice and the spread of gossip. In Freidson and Rhee’s (1963) words, colleagues “talk to” infractors in order to curb behavior perceived to be unprofessional or opportunist. Colleagues show infractors that lack of conformity has been detected, must be discussed, and may involve external social costs, such as stopping exchanges at various levels. Because interdependent partners need social resources to perform effectively, they are also more exposed to pressures from partners who control these resources. These processes do not guarantee by themselves that peers will be able to maintain an enduring institution, but any complex system of rules needs them to survive over time.

Beyond this general understanding of early monitoring and sanctioning, the way in which a formally egalitarian organization gains “quasi-voluntary compliance” (Levi, 1988) with its rules and agreements is not easily explained using current theories of collective action (Kandel & Lazear, 1992). Particularly because the graduated and unobtrusive ways through which such pressures are exercised are not systematically described and analyzed at the structural level. In structural explanations in sociology, individuals are portrayed as being subject to particular sets of constraints and opportunities defined by their social context, such as a specific stratification or status system, or a particular social network (White et al., 1976). In particular, status can be regarded as a characterization of an actor’s position in the formal structure of the collective actor as well as in the social networks linking its members. It is therefore understood as equivalent to formal and informal control of various kinds of resources needed to further collective action. In this perspective, constraints and opportunities are viewed as having a more pronounced and measurable effect on human behavior than do cultural norms or factors attributed to the subjective makeup of actors.
Objective and contextual factors have the effect of narrowing the individual choices, and, hence, actions.

Of particular importance to the argument of this paper, social relations are part of the contextual conditions influencing behavior. As noted by Reynaud (1989) and Ostrom (1990), sanctions are usually not automatic. They are not independent of the person who applies them and of the person to whom they are applied, their characteristics and relationships. Any process of early monitoring and sanctioning must therefore help select sanctioners and build access to infractors. According to the structural approach, this selection should therefore be influenced by factors such as formal dimensions of structure, status, interdependence, and control over resources among members. Elsewhere, I have shown that control among peers in a collegial organization is a situation that is amenable to structural analyses, with the above-mentioned results.

**HYPOTHESES**

In this paper, I attempt to enhance understanding of quasi-voluntary compliance by highlighting the relationship between the structural factors mentioned above and choices of sanctioners. I describe the role and characteristics of these main sanctioners, the social “territory” in which each of them is expected to exercise control, and how they are expected to control each other and solve the issue of “who will guard the guardians”. In particular, I show that, in such an institutional context, important sanctioners are also less controversial: they can speak on behalf of the firm without raising controversies, without triggering additional and escalating conflicts, or being suspected of representing specific coalitions, or individually benefiting from exercising pressure. Thus structural constraints reinforce a norm of conflict avoidance among peers and help dealing with a clique structure underlying the choices of sanctioners.

Finally, I discuss the limitations of this approach, and briefly sketch possible implications of these results for a theory of collective action and cooperative institutions, particularly collegial bodies. Specifically, knowledge of these structural constraints helps understand how members try to keep early monitoring costs low, and therefore try to keep themselves motivated to carry on monitoring and sanctioning each other. It can thus help members find an early solution to the so-called second-order free-rider problem in formally egalitarian interdependent groups, i.e. the problem of who should bear the costs of enforcing previous agreements. Because it offers a specific organization of early enforcement of rules and decisions, the lateral control pattern can indirectly help in ensuring that cooperation remains possible. In that respect, I will argue that it is an important component of the governance system of this type of organization.

I propose two hypotheses regarding the content of this structural constraint. First, I contend that, by extending the analysis of choices of sanctioners to the overall pattern of network ties among partners, we can look at a structural solution that this firm has found for this substantive problem. As already shown (Lazega, 1995, 2000), in the absence of efficient formal hierarchy, one can expect the organization to deal with the danger of special treatment by informally concentrating a large proportion of leverage in the hands of a few “important” and widely trusted sanctioners who appear to be more specialized in early monitoring and sanctioning than other partners. In effect, if partners are not chosen—at the overall level—with equal probability to act as sanctioners, it means that some are perceived to be in a better position to intervene on behalf of the common good. As seen in the introduction, a structural approach derives their “importance” from their status and defines it in terms of control of various resources. Status can thus be expected to be an important determinant of their selection as early sanctioners. In addition, members with ties to many others are more likely to cut across clique boundaries, and therefore to rise above subgroup interests. However, that is not to say that important early sanctioners are all interchangeable: under the established structural constraints, one may also expect main sanctioners to be specialized in specific infractors with whom they feel less uncomfortable and have influence, or with whom exercising lateral control should prove less costly. A few important sanctioners can thus be expected to “cover” the partnership by each specializing in a certain type or group of infractors. This provides the basis for our first hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 1:** The more partners are chosen to exercise lateral control in a collegial organization, the more likely they are to be chosen as specialized sanctioners.

If Hypothesis 1 is verified, a second hypothesis can be derived from it. Given the status of a small set of specialized main sanctioners, one may hypothesize that the same principle also applies to the main sanctioners. That is: the reasoning leading to the formulation of Hypothesis 1 can be extended to the specific case of main sanctioners as potential infractors. If partners with status and resources are more likely to be chosen as early and specialized sanctioners in general, they are also more likely to be chosen as early sanctioners specialized in each other. In effect, one can argue that only important partners carry enough weight (control enough resources and attract enough deference) to impress other important partners, and that peers will choose segments of this elite to control each other in a circular way. This would help ensure the protection of the lateral control regime from the threat of lenient treatment for the oligarchy of peers.
and sanctioners. In other words, Hypothesis II is a corollary of Hypothesis I. It can be expressed as follows:

**Hypothesis II**: On average, partners receiving the most nominations overall (as sanctioners) also receive relatively more nominations as sanctioners for one another.

Hypothesis II, if confirmed, supports the idea that the lateral control regime as a form of corporate social capital contributes to solving the classical problem of "who guards the guardians?". The analysis presented below provides analyses of choices of sanctioners that help in testing these hypotheses. Fieldwork and data collected for these tests are presented next. I describe the firm and provide an illustration of lateral control in it. I then describe the research design and the method used to elicit choices of early sanctioners among partners.

**LATERAL CONTROL IN A CORPORATE LAW FIRM**

**A Traditional Corporate Law Firm**

Fieldwork was conducted in a Northeastern law firm, (71 lawyers in three offices located in three different cities, comprising 36 partners and 35 associates), in 1991. All the lawyers in the firm were interviewed, but the question of lateral control is mainly of interest regarding partners, and thus limited to them. In Nelson’s (1988) terminology, this firm is a “traditional” one, without formally defined departments, as opposed to a more “bureaucratic” type. Interdependence among attorneys working together on a file may be strong for a few weeks, and then weak for months. As a client-oriented, knowledge-intensive organization, it tries to protect its human capital and social resources, such as its network of clients, through the usual policies of co-mingling partners’ assets (clients, experience, innovations) (Gilson & Mnookin, 1985) and the maintenance of an ideology of collegiality. Informal networks of collaboration, advice, and “friendship” (socializing outside), are key to the integration of the firm (Lazega, 1992).

It is a relatively decentralized organization, which grew out of a merger, but without formal and acknowledged distinctions between profit centers. Although not departmentalized, the firm breaks down into two general areas of practice: the litigation area (half the lawyers of the firm) and the “corporate” area (anything other than litigation). Sharing work and cross-selling among partners is done mostly on an informal basis. Given the classical stratification of such firms, work is supposed to be channelled to associates through specific partners, but this rule is only partly respected.

A weak administration provides information, but does not have many formal rules to enforce. The firm has an executive committee made up of a managing partner (who is elected for one year, renewable once) and two deputy-managing partners (also elected each year, renewable once), among partners prepared to perform administrative tasks and temporarily transfer some of their clients to other partners. In this structure, everyone can (and indeed is expected to) become managing partner once. It was adopted during the 1980s for more efficient day-to-day management and decision making, but also to prevent too much concentration of power. The current managing partner is not a “rainmaker” and does not concentrate strong powers in his hands. He is a day-to-day manager who makes recommendations to functional standing committees (finance, associate, marketing, and budgeting, etc.) and to the partnership:

In the role of managing partner, basically it’s a question of what it is that they don’t have authority to do as opposed to spelling out what they can do. There are some grey areas where I get to decide whether an issue falls in my jurisdiction or goes to the partnership. The primary things that clearly aren’t my decisions are making partners, certainly terminating partners or associates; actually associates’ salaries, studying partnership compensation, these are things that aren’t mine. I can’t close or open new offices. But other than that I can do most things, which generally means the day-to-day operations, ultimately being responsible for the non-lawyer stuff, hirings and firings and salaries, budgetary work, and financial planning. (The managing partner at the time of the study.)

Partners’ compensation is based exclusively on a seniority lockstep system without any direct link between contribution and returns. The firm goes to great lengths – when selecting associates to become partners – to take as few risks as possible that they will not “pull their weight”. Partners may argue informally about what contribution might “fairly” match one’s benefits, but the seniority system mechanically distributes the benefits to each one a year. Great managerial resources are devoted to measurement of each partner’s performance (time-sheets, billing, collecting, expenses, etc), and this information is available to the whole partnership. A low performance cannot be hidden for long. However, such firms usually make considerable profits, which may help partners overlook the fact that some voluntary contributions to shared benefits may not always be consistent with the successful pursuit of narrow self-interest. This confirms the existence of the prerequisites for a self-regulating company of equals: the collection of information, although here not supervisory, but based on billings and accounts paid. But this firm is characterized by open performance measures. Partners do watch one another closely, even though they have only limited tools to do so.
The firm does not have a formal peer review system which could provide intermediate steps between lateral control and formal court procedures. Before expulsion, partners have the power to "punish" each other seriously by preventing a partner from reaching the next seniority level in the compensation system. As mentioned above, a partner can be expelled only if there is near-unanimity against him/her. Buying out a partner is very difficult and costly. Therefore, despite the existence of direct financial controls, the firm does not have many formal ways of dealing with free-loading. The harm that a single partner can inflict on others might become very substantial in the long run. Conversely, partners can try to insulate one of their own informally by four means, at the very least:

1. Not referring clients,
2. Not "lending" associates,
3. Not providing information,
4. Not providing advice.

Data

Based on this ethnographic information on control among partners, three types of data were collected: three-way network data based on a vignette designed for the study of lateral control, standard sociometric data, and information on individual characteristics of partners.

First, I used a vignette to conduct a network study derived from Krackhardt’s (1987, 1990) technique to elicit three-dimensional data on manipulation of relationships among partners. It turned out during ethnographic fieldwork that the firm had been confronted with situations of free-riding by some partners. A vignette was designed to use such events as an analyzer for the description of channels for lateral control. This vignette was used due to limited access (in time and possibility to follow the 36 partners systematically) provided by the firm. It confronted partners with socio-emotional problems having repercussions on productivity, mainly because partners found it inappropriate to discuss tougher issues of “deviance” involving other partners. It asked each partner to match sanctioners and infractors in the firm for lateral control purposes, and to justify their choices of sanctioners. These justifications are used here to illustrate how partners presume that lateral control operates for a given infractor. The vignette used was the following:

Who Guards the Guardians?

A managing partner, it is your job to do something about it. You are looking for colleagues of his/her among the other partners of the firm to intercede on a discreet and confidential basis, to go and talk to him/her, see what’s going on, what the firm can do to help, and give unsolicited advice. You don’t want to do this yourself because you want to keep it informal, and your position would be in the way. My question is: who are the persons among all the other partners whom you would ask to approach X, and why would you delegate this task to them? What if this person were Y, or Z, etc.?

Each partner (or “respondent”) is thus asked to freely choose one or a set of colleagues (or “sanctioners”) who would be in charge of handling, at this early stage, the problem created by a specific partner (or “infractor”). As with Krackhardt’s type of data, I collected one “sanctioner by infractor” matrix per partner. These matrices can be viewed as representing “delegation networks” (White, 1992) centered around targets for social control. This design provides information on each partner observed as a respondent, as an infractor, and as a sanctioner. Each partner was asked about all the other partners as infractors. All partners performed the task. Respondents were not restricted to a fixed number of choices. They were free to delegate this task to one or to several sanctioners simultaneously, thus often building teams of social control. The result is a set of 36 networks of lateral control relationships, one per partner. One knows therefore who would delegate this control task and collegial responsibility to whom, and why.

The design of the research also used the fact that the position of managing partner does not imply a special status in this particular firm, for instance in terms of controlling large clients, making long-term decisions, or having a particularly strong professional reputation – while still representing partners' preoccupation for the common good (but ultimately their individual interest) and willingness to participate and act on behalf of the firm. In other words, given that the position of managing partner is a short-term administrative job, it is used to help partners focus on the common good. The task relies on each partner's capacity to think of the common good and to design a relational strategy to protect it. What pressures partners to act as levers is not the authority of the managing partner, but the convergence of their peers' expectations – as well as the underlying resource dependencies. In effect, this assumption is based on the fact that partners have an interest in monitoring the situation (and might easily one day themselves serve as managing partner). Lawyers are used to performing such tasks; for instance, it bears similarities with staffing a case when opening an file, and with representing the whole partnership when writing an opinion.

Second, information on individual characteristics of partners (such as specialty, office membership, centrality scores in the sociometric networks,
performance measurements) was used to describe early monitoring and sanctioning in its relation to specific dimensions of formal structure. This provided additional measures of proximity between actors and grounded the phenomenon observed here in established organizational characteristics of this type of firm.

**ANALYSES**

The hypotheses were tested in various statistical analyses which are presented below.

*The Concentration of Leverage*

Hypothesis I predicted that the more partners have status, defined here in terms of control over resources in the firm, the more likely they are to be chosen as early and specialized sanctioners. To test it, I resort to techniques often used by network analysts. As mentioned above, I assume that each partner’s “sanctioner by infractor” matrix represents a lateral control “network” based on members’ convergent expectations. Such matrices can be aggregated to look at the overall lateral control network. Thus, the raw aggregated data show that, for some infractors, consensus as to who should be the sanctioner is very strong. For example, Partner 5 is chosen 30 times to deal with Partner 18; Partners 1 and 2 are chosen 24 times to deal with each other. For other infractors, consensus does not exist as to who should be the appropriate sanctioner; for example, Partners 25 or 29, as infractors, are not matched with “obvious” sanctioners. From the ethnography of the firm, I know that, in these cases as in many others, the absence of high level of consensus concerns potential infractors whose characteristics are atypical (for instance lateral partners, women partners – there are only three of them in the firm), or difficult to handle (for instance partners married to another, partners notorious for behaving like a ‘prima donna’).

Recall that earlier work showed that partners with a specific form of status, i.e., senior and uncontroversial partners with administrative responsibilities, among which managing the organization of work and associate manpower in the firm, are more likely than others to be more central in the control network, i.e., to be selected more often to act as sanctioners. One interpretation of the reason that minders are chosen more often than others as sanctioners to prevent clique-like closures is that these partners are in a better position than others to speak on behalf of the common good. Minders do not necessarily have a form of status based on control of access to important clients, as defined by Nelson (1988), and are therefore not involved in potentially cut-throat power struggles focusing on the bottom line. Nor do they have a form of status described by Bucher (1970), based on professional recognition and reputation (as the primary dimensions of power in a medical faculty). Instead, they have status as good firm citizens (Blau, 1964). Therefore, these results show that main sanctioners tend to be members who are not heavy billers or rainmakers, and members who do not concentrate in their hands many resources, particularly work, clients, and advice. They are chosen often as sanctioners because they have shown that they can represent common interests without raising controversies. In particular, the sanctioners draw some of their authority from their seniority, from the perception that they are capable of preventing tensions from escalating, especially between partners of different practices and offices. Notice that partners very popular as friends are also not particularly central as sanctioners, probably because they revive the clique-like closure problem and may not carry enough weight to impress infractors.

Thus, to test Hypothesis I, I look at whether or not each of the main sanctioners is chosen in a discriminant or “specialized” way. To identify these main sanctioners in this aggregated “sanctioner by infractor” matrix, I use measurements of centrality of sanctioners which show that concentration of leverage is a key feature of lateral control in this firm. Overall, some partners – mostly senior ones – are chosen as sanctioners much more often than others. Partners 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 17, 20, and 26 are the most popular sanctioners. The control network is thus stratified and less than a third of the partners emerge as key players in lateral sanctioning. Within this “elite”, additional distinctions are of interest. Some are “single-infractor sanctioners”, others are “multiple-infractor sanctioners”. As an example of the first type, Partners 8 and 21 are not very popular sanctioners, but they are locally specialized and their role can be crucial; for example, Partner 21 is the partner who is most often chosen to control Partner 20, the most central and universal sanctioner of all. Then several partners, such as Partners 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 20 or 26 are boundary spanning partners chosen to perform this role for many (up to ten) infractors.

Second, to test Hypothesis I completely and look at whether or not each of the main sanctioners is chosen in a “specialized” way, I examine the extent to which they are chosen to exercise control on a specific set of infractors. Seniority – as seen above – is a strongly discriminant factor for respondents when they match sanctioners and infractors. It was therefore chosen as a criterion for illustration of main sanctioners’ specialization in a specific “territory”. Figure 1 provides such an illustration of the specialization of the main sanctioners. It contains two kinds of objects: the main sanctioners and groups to which they are close. The method for locating these objects and their significance is the following.
This figure is based on a principal component analysis, a technique that makes it possible to represent respondents, sanctioners, and infractors in the same space, while stressing the differences between the ways in which the main sanctioners are chosen (for a detailed description of the procedure used, and the reason for which it is used as opposed to other possible procedures, see Appendix A). It demonstrates that partners who are most likely to be chosen as sanctioners are also highly likely to be chosen in a discriminant and specialized way, i.e. by all levels of seniority and to deal with infractors of different seniority levels.

In effect, this figure stresses the contrasts between the ways in which important sanctioners (Partners 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12, and 20, represented by diamonds) are selected. Axis 1 mainly contrasts the selection of Partner 20 and that of Partner 5. This contrast means that it is important in respondents' minds not to choose them together, i.e. to respect the office and seniority boundaries when exercising lateral control. Axis 2 mainly contrasts the selection of Partner 5 and the selection of all the other sanctioners, especially Partners 1, 2, and 4. This means that Partner 5 is a top senior partner with a specific role that differs from that of the other top senior partners who find themselves on the same side with regard to Axis 1. Finally, Axis 3 contrasts the choice of all these 'protectors of the common good', or important sanctioners in diamonds, particularly Partner 20, and the choices of all the sanctioners who were not selected often enough to be shown on the picture.

The groups (in circles) cluster together respondents and infractors. The latter were collapsed into such groups according to the three levels of seniority used above. The proximity between a group and a sanctioner in this space thus indicates the existence of a specialized channel for the flow of lateral control within the firm. Proximity between sanctioner 1 and the Js group means that Partner 1 tends to be chosen often by junior partners to control senior partners (J is to be read as "junior respondents control senior infractors"; Ms as "medium-seniority respondents control senior infractors", etc.). Proximity between sanctioners in this space reflects the fact that they tend to be chosen together: for instance, sanctioners 2 and 4 are close to sanctioner 1, and thus often chosen together by the same respondents to deal with the same infractors. The large distance between Partner 20 and Partner 5, and the fact that they are located on opposite sides of axis 1, represents the fact that they are rarely chosen simultaneously as sanctioners to control the same type of infractor.

The way in which sanctioners are located in this space (the distances between them) shows that there are strong contrasts in their selection. The way in which the groups are located in this space shows that it is mainly the size of the sanction that is discriminant in the matching of sanctioners and groups. For
As an extension of Hypothesis 1, I have added that partners chosen as main and specialized sanctions are also more likely than others to be chosen as sanctions for each other. To illustrate this structural feature of lateral control, among main sanctions, I used a measure of centrality of the lateral control network, i.e., among partners as main sanctions and actors. This approach can be illustrated by the fact that in the main sanctions do tend to co-operate in exactly the same way, within the network. As a result, in this network, the two types of object (sanctions in diamonds and groups of respondents in rectangles) relate to one another in the following way: Given the fact that all respondents, regardless of their level of seniority, match these expectations, the question is raised whether the same results are obtained from this data. A careful analysis of these results suggests that this is the case. That is, as the number of respondents grows, the two types of object (sanctions in diamonds and respondents in rectangles) are likely to be chosen as sanctions for each other.
relations among positions. For a detailed description of the procedure and the pattern emerging from the analysis, see Appendix B.

The overall pattern in the flows of lateral control described by this figure is no: simply that of a stratified center-periphery structure; it also shows how lateral control is expected by respondents to operate within the “elite” of early sanctioners. Several central positions, occupied by a few actors each, are often chosen to control each other as well as many others. This analysis also captures the fact that the elite of sanctioners is fragmented into minders and finders. In the first category, the current managing partner, a deputy managing partner, partners sitting on committees such as the associate committee (and controlling allocation of associate manpower to partners) are important sanctioners (mainly position Five): they have an important responsibility since they are chosen to control the highly central finders in position Four. The second category is represented by finders in Position Four who are also senior sanctioners. Two partners with special status in City I have a position of their own (position Three), and so do members of position Six, Partners 8 and 21, who are single-infractor sanctioners mainly chosen to control Partners 11 and 20 who are important sanctioners. As indicated in Appendix B, the two top sanctioners have a relational profile which is too different from that of other partners in the lateral control network to belong to any common position.

This analysis of approximated structural equivalence in the lateral control “network” illustrates the fact that Hypothesis I can be extended to the elite of sanctioners, thus contributing to a solution to the classical question of “who would guard the guardians”. At the aggregate level, respondents do indeed divide the main sanctioners at the top, and choose segments of this oligarchy to control each other in an approximately circular way: almost perfect circularity is obvious between Positions Three, Four, Five, and Six. Hypothesis II is thus confirmed.

CONCLUSION

To summarize, this paper began by asserting that reasoning at the structural level in terms of generic social mechanisms solving problems of collective action — and therefore called corporate social capital — improves our understanding of early monitoring and sanctioning in collegial organizations, and can therefore offer additional insight into a broadly conceived structural theory of collective action. Building on previous work on social influence by structural sociologists, our examination of a formally egalitarian partnership shows that the organization helps members in their attempts to gain from each other a “quasi-voluntary compliance” with its rules and agreements. It does so by developing structural constraints on lateral control, which are reflected in respondents’ choices of early monitors and sanctioners. These constraints guide peers in their choices of early sanctioners — often colleagues with status — for a given infractor in the absence of strong hierarchical channels. The existence of this lateral control regime in turn raises the issue of “Who will guard the guardians?”

In effect, the lateral control regime identified in earlier work is fragile. In this paper, protection of this form of social capital is shown to be ensured by a specific lateral control structure. One of the main characteristic of this structure is that important sanctioners are dispatched into positions that are then selected to control each other.

This result was obtained by making predictions about who is most likely to be chosen as a sanctioner in such a company of peers. The more control partners have over firm administration (including resources such as associate manpower), the more likely they are to be chosen as early and specialized sanctioners. Two types of main sanctioners were identified. The first type includes partners who are not powerful in business terms (so as not to raise controversies), not central in terms of friendship only (so as to carry some weight), and tend to have firm-specific status as members with management responsibilities. A second category of main sanctioners also emerged from the analysis: partners powerful from a business perspective, with strong economic status, but perceived to be uncommitted to any subgroups in the firm.

Studying lateral control using a network approach is useful theoretically because it helps combining structural and collective action perspectives in order to identify an informal organizational control mechanism. Such a synthesis contributes to a theory of collective action by developing our understanding of how a collegial organization creates a structure which helps individuals find indirect ways to pursue contingent commitment to rule compliance and mutual control. It does so particularly by identifying structural constraints in peers’ mutual monitoring of conformance to a set of their own rules. These constraints create a pattern which shows that lateral control or leverage is likely to depend on central and “active” (chosen often) sanctioners with sufficient status to cut across intra-organizational boundaries and reach many different partners. Lateral control is thus likely to be delegated to a subset of colleagues, the “protectors of the common good”, who are expected more often than others to reinforce institutional arrangements when partners have to deal with socio-emotional problems affecting productivity. They certainly draw some of their authority from their capacity to represent in a credible way the interests of the firm as a whole. But this authority, or right to speak on behalf of the common good, is supported by various forms of status, either by their willingness to serve in administrative positions, or by their importance to firm revenues. A structural
approach is thus able to show that firm-specific status is a key aspect of a wider pattern which helps maintain cooperative institutions. Especially in heterogeneous or polarized systems, part of this status and capacity to inspire deference may be due to main sanctioners assumed ability to use the good connections that they have on different sides.

By allowing partners to avoid conflict escalation, this lateral control pattern of convergent expectations also helps these partners manage early monitoring and sanctioning in their attempts to deal with the second-order free-riding problem and the threat that it represents to collective action. By dividing the elite of sanctioners and expecting them to control each other, this structure becomes part of the social capital of this firm. In effect, it protects this lateral control regime from the threat of a coalition of rogue sanctioners who enforce rules that they do not respect themselves. Because it can help partners deal with the costs of enforcement that plague ever collegium, a serious problem associated with collective provision of delicately calibrated institutions, this form of corporate social capital can be said to be a credible component of a social and informal governance structure in such organizations.\(^{11}\)

**NOTES**

1. Technically, this notion of lateral control regime refers to three-way sub-structures exposing the pathways of influence and social pressure.

2. In this terminology, a sanctioner fulfills a function similar to that of a broker, especially of a “coordinator” (as defined by Fernandez & Gould, 1994), who remains within the organization and establishes a link between two members.

3. In this context, power, whether formal or informal, has to take into account this dimension of formal equality and cannot assert itself systematically without relying on an ideology of collegiality (Nelson, 1988). This does not mean that peers are actually equals. Even if they are formally equals, some are “more equal than others”. In law firms, for example, partners who attract large clients or manage the firm, wield more influence when important decisions are made. But formal egalitarianism among partners is maintained as a feature of their “professionalism” (Waters, 1989), and power retains a “now you see it, now you don’t” quality (Nelson, 1988).

4. This is what others refer to, for instance, as autonomous regulation (Reynaud, 1989), concertive control (Barker 1993), or as compliant control (Heckathorn, 1990).

5. The literature on control among professionals has actor’s behavior shrouded in secrecy and what might be called professional discretion and collective concealment (Freidson, 1975; Freidson & Rhea, 1963; Hughes, 1958). Bosk’s (1979) physicians watch each other via technical and normative judgments. With regard to Merton’s “observability”, this firm has a distinctive collective openness among partners who keep track of one another via time-sheets and a sophisticated accounting system.

6. On the conditions under which vignettes can be used to elicit judgments or choices, and the criteria underlying them, see for instance Rossi (1979). In this situation, the

question is a real vignette in Rossi’s terms, based on a reality that is the same for all the respondents, and leaving them where they actually are. It casts the respondent as “informant as respondent” into the role of managing partner; this is not artificial in this firm where every partner can be a managing partner, and indeed is expected to become one some day. Respondents therefore say what they would do and expect, not what others would do and expect. However, this vignette would probably not be appropriate in a larger and more bureaucratic firm where the position of managing partner carries with it more power and a different status, and where individual performance is not made as visible as it is here (Friedson, 1983).

7. “Lateral” partners, in law firms’ jargon, are partners who were never associates in the firm. Instead of coming up through the ranks, they were hired directly as partners, mostly away from another firm.

8. A caveat must be made here. A closer look at the data on individual performance allows us to introduce more nuance in this identification of central partners. If most main sanctioners tend indeed to have firm-specific status as partners with management responsibilities, some are high performers with a specific profile. The elite of sanctioners includes a category of partners who do have high scores in key networks, such as Partners 1 and 2, who have close relationships to lucrative clients, and are important in terms of business and revenue brought in. However, they are also autonomous, uncommitted to any clique, and therefore perceived as capable of acting objectively and negotiating on behalf of the firm without triggering additional and escalating conflicts, or being suspected of representing specific coalitions, or individually benefiting from exercising pressure on their own peers. They are freer partners who may be chosen as sanctioners because they are not locked in a constituency. In that respect, structural constraints such as unequal distribution of control of resources can still be said to have an effect on choices of sanctioners, but in a way which reinforces a norm of conflict avoidance among peers (Freidson, 1975) and helps dealing with a clique structure underlying the choices of sanctioners. In short administrative responsibilities and control over some resources in the firm (such as allocation of associate manpower) does increase the likelihood of being chosen as early and specialized sanctioner.

9. As summarized by Wasserman and Faust (1994: 169–219), centrality measures identify the “most important” actors in a social network. Since definitions of importance vary considerably, a variety of measures has been developed to locate the most central members in a network. I use here one of these measures, the degree centrality, which highlights the difference between the most and the least “active” members, i.e., chosen most often by all the other members. In the lateral control network, high outdegree centrality scores reflect the most “popular” (chosen often) sanctioners. Network analysts have tried various methodologies to look at the extent to which centrality is an operationalization of power, i.e., the extent to which actors can convert a central position into benefits from a high concentration of resources – into power. In his review paper, Mizoguchi (1994) shows that, although the literature has demonstrated a positive association between centrality and power, the association between the two is more complex than earlier studies had suggested. For example, simulation and experimental results by Marsden (1982, 1987; Cook et al., 1983; Markovsky et al., 1988) have found that in certain types of structures such as “restricted access structures”, actors with high “local” centrality may be more powerful than actors with high “global” centrality. Studies by Cook et al. (1983) and Marsden (1987) have suggested that the centrality-power relation is affected by whether networks are "positively" or "negatively"
connected; in negatively connected networks, a tie between actors A and B precludes a tie between A and C; in such networks, there is no association between centrality and power. In Cook et al.’s networks, actors with high local centrality are more powerful than those with higher levels of global centrality. Marsden (1987) shows that the relative power of actors with high global centrality depends on the extent to which central actors are able to form coalitions. Despite a variety of such findings on the relationship between centrality and power, Mizruchi (1994) concludes that most studies have revealed at least some substantively meaningful association. Given that the networks studied here are neither restricted access networks nor negatively connected, the assumption that centrality can be considered to be an acceptable measure of power can be reasonably upheld. Indegree centrality was chosen (as opposed to other types of measurements of centrality) because it can be considered to be an index of status. For an evaluation of the robustness of this index for measuring status and power in organizations, see Brass and Burkhardt (1992).

10. Structural equivalence and its statistical approximation refer to a procedure which represents patterns in complex social networks data in simplified form to reveal subsets of actors who are similarly embedded in these networks of relations, and to describe relationships between these subsets (Wasserman & Faust, 1994: 347–393). Two actors are structurally equivalent if they have identical ties to and from all other actors in the analyzed network. Since actors in a real social network are almost never structurally equivalent, the analysis uses a measure of the degree to which pairs or subsets of actors approach structural equivalence. Analyses described in this section are carried out by available network analysis software, particularly Structure 4.2 (Burt, 1991) and Ucinet 4 (Borgatti, 1991).

11. The fact that this analysis is carried out on data collected in a traditional corporate law firm does not mean, in my view, that this lateral control regime and associated protections are a waning form of social capital. Indeed, at the global level, larger multi-city and multi-country professional services firms operating as a one-stop shop for multinational companies are managed in different ways, and control is exercised there more bureaucratically. However, it would be highly questionable for observers (and foolish for such firms) to ignore the gap between global and local governance mechanisms. It makes sense to hypothesize that, at the local level, even in large and more bureaucratized partnerships (or perhaps in incorporated firms), such lateral control regimes also operate as a form of corporate social capital. In effect, they characterize collective action among rival peers, and such local firms are comprised of at least large pockets of such partners. This hypothesis, however, remains to be tested empirically.
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APPENDIX A

Procedure followed to construct Fig. 1 and represent the specialization of the main levers

Figure 1 is the result of principal component analysis. This method is a type of factor analysis that is similar to correspondence analysis. It differs from correspondence analysis, among other features, in that it does not use any weighting (that would take into account the frequency of each modality) in the analysis of the raw target by lever matrix that is used as data input. The absence of weighting strengthens the effect of numerically important columns in the extraction of factors. Thanks to this particular sensitivity, this method is especially well adapted to our situation because it is precisely the position of
the main levers (i.e. those selected most often as indicated in the columns of this matrix) that we want to identify and position in a three-dimensional space. In addition, correspondence analysis was not used because it is too sensitive to little cohesive groups of levers and targets, whereas a principal component analysis on the positive deviations from the independence matrix offers more massive overall effects.

In Fig. 1, Axis 1 is defined by the eigenvector for the first eigenvalue, Axis 2 by the eigenvector for the second eigenvalue, Axis 3 (vertical) by the eigenvector for the third eigenvalue. This figure is the result of a two-step procedure. First, the 36 individual matrices (called "slices" by Krackhardt) were stacked vertically to create a single 1296x36 matrix. Levers are the variables because the choices by respondents were choices of levers. The difference between the observed frequencies and the frequencies expected under the model of 'independence' in each cell of the table was computed. The larger the positive deviation, the stronger the link between the target and the lever. Only large positive deviations above a specific cutoff, which indicate a very central lever, were retained for graphic representation. This residuals matrix was used, in the second step, to represent the distances between the main levers in a multidimensional space.

To represent respondents, targets and levers in the same space, nine rows of supplementary observations were added to the contingency table. They are represented as points in the joint row and column space, but they are not used while determining the locations of the active row and column points of the contingency table. This means that supplementary observations were ignored in the computation of eigenvectors. The values in the nine supplementary rows were computed as follows. Respondents and targets were sorted by three levels of seniority: junior, medium, senior. They were assigned to each category based on their place on the letterhead paper and a "natural" threshold provided by the fact that they were considered within the firm to be different "generations" of lawyers. Nine categories were thus created, i.e. Senior respondent/senior target, Senior respondent/medium seniority target, and so on, up to junior respondent/junior target. The number of choices of each lever were summed for each of these nine categories, i.e. each time a lever was chosen by a respondent of that category to be sent to deal with a target of that category. The values for each category and lever were then added to the table as supplementary observations.

Values in the new 45x36 table were normalized to avoid having groups with a large number of choices brought artificially closer to the center of the figure. Scores on the three axes were thus computed for rows (targets) and columns (levers) as well as for respondents and targets collapsed into nine groups, as displayed in the Figure. For these groups, the points projected on the map are the mean values for all the members of each group. For more precise technical indications about this approach, see Lazega and Varl (1992).

### APPENDIX B

**Procedure used to cluster partners into approximately structurally equivalent positions in the lateral control network, and description of the resulting structure represented in Fig. 2**

This method uses Euclidean distance as a detector of equivalence between partners in the aggregated control network. The matrix aggregating the 36 individual lever by target matrices was used as input to STRUCTURE 4.1. Data were treated as direct measures of relations. Equivalence hypotheses were formulated using a hierarchical cluster analysis of the distances between actors' positions based on the Ward error sum of squares method. These hypotheses were tested (to confirm that a set of actors are approximately equivalent) using reliability coefficients based on correlations between distances to an individual with the mean distances to the other actors in the set. Once the positions were defined, the ties between them were determined by building the density table below where the cell is the average relation from actors to actors in equivalence set A to actors in equivalence set B. The density table was transformed into an image matrix of dichotomized densities represented underneath it. For more details about this type of analysis, see Burt (1982, 1991).

#### Density Table for the Lateral Control Network Provided by Structure 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>230.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>167.5</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>240.0</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>108.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIDUAL</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>48.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cell $ij$ is the average relation from someone occupying position $i$ to someone in position $j$. The average relation between any two people in the network is 23.515. Figure 2 is based on one (of many alternative) image matrices (see below) for the above density table. It was dichotomized using the overall density of the network (cell $i,j = 1$ if cell $i,j$ density is greater than the average relation in the network between any two people).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cutoff at overall density

Position One includes City I partners with low indegree centrality scores. Position Two clusters City II partners also with low scores; it is the only position in which City II partners are found. Both positions do not control any other position or themselves. Positions Three, Four, and Five are composed of City I partners with high scores. Together they control position One. Position Six is composed of two City I partners; it fulfills an interesting function: its partners with low centrality scores in the control network guard partners with high centrality scores. Finally, three partners were not assigned to any position and make a "residual" category (i.e. a category made of atypical actors with a relational profile which is so specific that they are not even approximately structurally equivalent to anybody else). Two among the most central actors belong to this group. Partner 5 is lost to the residuals by position Two, mainly because he is often chosen by position Two members to control one another. Partner 20 is lost by position Five because he is more universal, and particularly often chosen to control City II targets. Partner 4 is lost by position Four because he is chosen to cover additional and specific targets (Partners 9, 15, 29). Position Four is composed of the two most senior partners of the firm. Along with Partner 20, they are given – by City I partners – exclusive lateral responsibility for position Two (City II) partners. This position is important because its members are chosen to cut across office boundaries and because it controls all the other positions without exception. It is watched only by position Five and Partner 20. In turn, Position Five is controlled by positions Three, Four, and Six. Note that positions Three and Five are almost similar in their role; they differ only to the extent that Five is chosen to control Four, and Three is not. Leverage is thus highly concentrated in the hands of the members of three positions (Three, Four, and Five) and the residual category. It is also important to note that these three positions are chosen to control each other.
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